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persons' social position, needs, tastes, and spending
capacity. They still have to find this out for themselves,
or to guess at it and take a chance*
When an advertiser gets his puffs in front of the right
public, he can rely on making that public buy whatever
he wants to sell* Out of a hundred people who habitually
take aperients, seventy-five can be dazed into buying a
certain brand by seeing it continually pushed at them*
Out of the same number with enough money to run a
costly car, at least eighty-five will buy the one that is
reckoned the most fashionable*
Many things depend for their sale entirely on lavish
advertisement* An ointment was at one time made
familiar to everybody at a cost of £100,000 a year* Its
sales became so colossal that the directors of the company
fancied they could sell it without publicity* They cut
down their advertising, and the sale almost dried up*
Yet sometimes publicity fails because it does not totlch
the right spot* A blood tonic was trumpeted ener-
getically ; it hung fire; multiplying the red corpuscles
meant nothing to people* Someone had a bright idea*
" Advertise it as a hair tonic*" Success came at once*
All that is the ABC of advertising, yet no one engaged
in the publicity business has learned exactly to assess the
value of space in this or that newspaper—the class of
readers, that is to say, and the number who can be
counted on to ask for goods which they see advertised*
Some newspapers do all they can to suggest that they
are favourites of the aristocracy. The Mail led the way in
this, as in so many other directions* At one period it had
the most intimate Society notes; it carefully avoided the
vulgar sensationalism that has marked its more recent
career, reducing both its circulation and the amount of its
advertising* Its aim was then to show that it appealed to

